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If the Creek Don’t Rise
A young couple bought a piece of formerly flooded land and built their house to survive a deluge
BY J.S. MARCUS
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a new two-story home with
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$1.279 million, four-bedroom home has an elevated
first floor that starts above
the high-water mark of
Bathrooms
2013’s historic Calgary deluge, while seamlessly
bonded, foam-insulated
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Flooring
detailing, the 4,350-squarefoot house is in the upscale
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Architect’s fee
moved back to CanThe dining room.
ada that summer,
and, eager to return
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The kitchen features a
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lot. They paid
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Kents felt sesays Dr. Kent.
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cure enough
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looking the
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the empty lot for $722,200.
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whole first floor meant that
$98,000 on new furniture
the outdoor decks hover
and other decorative
above the yard, which Dr.
touches, and $45,000 on
Kent feels somewhat isolighting and electrical work.
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the home from an uppersister, Amy Kent, and Ryan
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Martin—to work on the inThe couple worked with
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